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Abstract
In online data-intensive (OLDI) services, each client request typically executes on multiple servers in parallel; as a
result, “system hiccups”, although rare within a single server,
can interfere with many client requests and cause violations
of service-level objectives. Service providers have long been
fighting this “tail at scale” problem through “hedging”, i.e.,
issuing redundant queries to mask system hiccups. This, however, can potentially cause congestion that is more detrimental
to tail latency than the hiccups themselves.
This paper asks: when does it make sense to hedge in
OLDI services, and how can we hedge enough to mask system hiccups but not as much as to cause congestion? First, we
show that there are many realistic scenarios where hedging
can have no benefit—where any hedging-based scheduling
policy, including the state-of-the-art, yields no latency reduction compared to optimal load balancing without hedging.
Second, we propose L ÆDGE, a scheduling policy that combines optimal load balancing with work-conserving hedging,
and evaluate it in an AWS cloud deployment. We show that
L ÆDGE strikes the right balance: first, unlike the state of the
art, it never causes unnecessary congestion; second, it performs close to an ideal scheduling policy, improving the 99th
percentile latency by as much as 49%, measured on 60% system utilization—without any difficult parameter training as
found in the state of the art.

1

Introduction

This work concerns Online Data-Intensive (OLDI) services
like web search (searching through inverted document indices), content-based image similarity search, recommendation services, graph processing and social applications. Such
services involve hundreds or thousands of “leaf” nodes, each
holding a part (“shard”) of the data needed to answer client
requests; a tier of “root” nodes receives client requests, breaks
each client request into distinct queries, forwards the queries
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to different leaves, and waits for the slowest query to finish in
order to create the final client response.
OLDI services typically operate under hard-to-meet
service-level objectives (SLOs) expressed in terms of tail
latency [7, 8, 16, 18, 32, 36, 37, 40]. Each SLO captures a
customer expectation and failing to meet it has concrete consequences, e.g., a hit to the service provider’s reputation, a
loss of customers, and a drop in revenue [11, 15, 23, 73]. The
nature of OLDI services makes meeting such SLOs challenging at large scale: because answering a client request involves
many queries, a small fraction of slow queries can impact a
significant fraction of client requests [16].
We focus on two main causes of latency variability:
One is variable queuing delay, e.g., due to load fluctuations [16, 20, 31, 62]. Another one is variable service time,
which, in turn, comes from two distinct sources: (1) Different
queries may take different amounts of time to execute on a
given hardware and software stack, because of different complexities [33, 44, 53, 81]. (2) Different instances of the same
query may take significantly different amounts of time to execute on a given system because of system events that are unrelated to the service itself: decisions made by an OS scheduler
or power-management algorithm, interrupts, garbage collection, virtualization effects, interfering with other applications,
etc., [12, 16, 19, 26, 41–43, 46–48, 54, 57, 59, 69, 75, 80].
Even though a lot can and has been done to reduce latency
variability, completely eliminating its causes has proved elusive. In a modern cloud environment, where different services
share resources, there always exist unexpected performance
“hiccups”. Debugging these hiccups is notoriously hard. For
instance, there is the case of an application suffering random 12ms scheduling delays, because a kernel feature caused
the jitter of interrupt requests to be significantly higher than
the timer interval [12]; or the case of non-work-conserving
scheduling, in which the kernel was throttling programs that
exceeded a misconfigured purchase quota [69]. But even when
performance hiccups are easy to debug, fixing them is often
beyond the control of the interested parties: most service
providers do not own a datacenter and do not develop their
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own operating systems and entire software stacks—yet they
still offer interactive services that need to meet strict SLOs.
This reality has given birth to hedging. In a modern largescale service, each data shard is typically replicated in at
least two nodes for fault tolerance [16, 55]. Hence, any query
for a distinct shard can be replicated and sent to multiple
nodes that serve that shard. This way, the system “hedges
its bets”, as it needs to wait only for the fastest response
to each query. Hedging was initially proposed and adopted
in combination with performance monitoring, to improve
completion time of map-reduce-style [17] jobs that may take
tens to hundreds of seconds [3–5]. More recently, hedging
is proposed as a general solution for reducing tail latency in
large-scale services, including OLDI services [16, 25, 32, 37,
39, 40, 64, 67, 72, 74, 78], where expected query completion
time is orders of magnitude shorter. This change in time scale
makes it significantly harder to determine whether hedging
will improve tail latency or make it worse.
Hedging masks service-time variability at the cost of extra
system load (caused by the replicated queries), hence extra
queuing delay. So, if we take any standard hedging policy
and any standard load-balancing policy (that tries to minimize
latency without hedging), and we measure latency as a function of system load, we expect to see a tipping point: at first,
hedging will outperform plain load balancing; however, for
some offered system load, the cost of replicating queries will
start to outweigh the benefit and the situation will be reversed.
The challenge, then, is knowing when to hedge in order to
operate before the tipping point.
In this paper, we look critically at hedging for OLDI services. We make two contributions:
• We study when hedging makes sense: when does it have
the potential to improve tail latency relative to plain load balancing, and by how much? To answer this question, we define
Idealized Hedge, a theoretical hedging policy that, by design,
maximizes the hedging potential of any implementable hedging policy for a given setup. We experimentally compare Idealized Hedge to Per-Shard Queuing, which is, in our context,
the best load-balancing policy that does not hedge [45, 76].
This allows us to identify regimes where hedging has the
potential to improve tail latency, and to bound the potential
improvement.
• We propose L ÆDGE (short for “Load-Aware Hedge”, pronounced like “ledge”), a combination of Per-Shard Queuing
and hedging that hedges only if the current system load allows for latency improvement through hedging. The gist of
L ÆDGE is to only hedge when a replica is idle, through a
work-conserving centralized scheduler.
Through a combination of simulations and experiments, we
show that L ÆDGE approximates Idealized Hedge and outperforms the state-of-the-art hedging policies. We implemented
L ÆDGE within an open-source OLDI framework [28] and
evaluated it on a popular enterprise search engine deployed
in the AWS cloud. Our experimental results closely match

Figure 1: Architecture of an OLDI service with per-shard load
balancers (PSLBs).
theoretical expectations and show significant gains: for jobs
with mean service times as low as 800µs, and system utilization up to 60%, L ÆDGE reduces the 99th percentile latency of
Per-Shard Queuing by, on average, 5.3ms—an improvement
that corresponds to 6.4× the mean service time.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: §2 presents
our simulation setup and defines IQ-jitter—the metric we
use to model and measure performance hiccups. §3 presents
Idealized Hedge and uses it to identify when hedging has
the potential to improve tail latency. §4 presents L ÆDGE and
evaluates it through simulation, while §5 evaluates it based
on a system implementation using a real OLDI application
deployed in the AWS cloud. §6 discusses open issues, §7
presents related work, and §8 concludes.

2

Background and Setup

In this section, we describe a standard OLDI setup (§2.1);
define IQ-jitter, which helps us model performance hiccups
(§2.2); summarize state-of-the-art hedging (§2.3) and loadbalancing (§2.4) policies; and describe the simulation (§2.5)
that drives the rest of the paper (up until §5).

2.1

OLDI Setup

We consider a cluster that serves OLDI applications, as illustrated in Fig. 1: a tier of root nodes serves client requests,
while a tier of leaf nodes stores shards of application data sets;
the root and leaf tiers are connected via a tier of per-shard
load balancers (PSLBs). The load balancers are “per shard,”
in the sense that they maintain a distinct queue per shard.
In practice, the same process implements multiple PSLBs;
PSLB processes run either in servers that are dedicated to load
balancing, or within the root nodes when that is permitted by
the scheduling policy.
A client request requires accessing multiple data shards.
When a root receives a client request, it issues one query per
distinct shard, and sends each query to the corresponding

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)

Policy
Naïve Hedge [16, 72]
d-Hedge [16, 40]
p-Hedge [40]
Random load balancing
Join-shortest-queue (JSQ) [29]
Join-bounded-shortest-queue (JBSQ) [45]
Per-Shard Queuing (PSQ)
Idealized Hedge (IH) (§3)
Load-aware Hedge (L ÆDGE) (§4)

Queuing model
push
push
push
push
push
push & pull
pull
pull
pull

Hedging probability
1
Pr(RT T > d)
q · Pr(RT T > d)
0
0
0
0
load-dependent
load-dependent

Load balancing
random
random
randomization + JSQ
none
JSQ
JBSQ
centralized queue
centralized queue
centralized queue

Table 1: Existing and proposed tail-mitigation strategies using hedging and load balancing.

PSLB, which schedules the query on one or more leaves.
Each leaf is equipped with a queue and processes queries
first-come, first-serve (FCFS) [40, 57], which is the best nonpreemptive scheduling policy when tail latency is the most
important metric [10,40,48,57,76]. To compute the final client
response, the root needs one response per distinct shard.
We define the end-to-end latency of a client request as the
time from the moment a root fans-out the original request into
multiple queries until it has received at least one response per
distinct shard. It is equal to the service time plus queuing delay
experienced by the slowest query that needs to be answered
in order to compute the final response.

2.2

IQ-jitter: Modelling Hiccups

Consider a set of leaves with identical hardware and software
configuration, serving queries of a given application.
We define IQ-jitter (short for intra-query jitter), denoted
by J, as the service-time variability that results from the fact
that two leaves hosting the same data shard may take different
amounts of time to serve the same query.
Similarly to Mirhosseini et al. [57], we express the query
service time S as the sum of two random variables:
S = P + J,
where P is determined by query complexity and shard content/size, while J (IQ-jitter) is determined by system events
that are independent of the application: OS-scheduler decisions, power-management algorithm decisions, interference
by other applications—in general, the current software and
hardware state of the leaf executing the query.

2.3

Hedging State of the Art

Hedging was invented to mitigate the effect of IQ-jitter on tail
latency: As long as the system events causing performance
hiccups are independent across leaves, two or more leaves
hosting the same data shard are unlikely to all suffer a hiccup

while serving the same query. Hence, by replicating a query
across multiple leaves and collecting the response that arrives
first, we reduce the probability of the query suffering a hiccup.
In this paper, we consider three representative hedging
policies (top three rows in Table 1):
Naïve Hedge [72]: The PSLB always and immediately sends
each query to any two leaves that host the corresponding
shard. This is conceptually the simplest hedging policy as it
does not require storing any state at the PSLB. It has been
applied to many different contexts, including map-reduce
jobs [3–5, 14, 82], DNS queries, database servers, and packet
forwarding [72].
Delayed Hedge (d-Hedge) [16, 40]: For each query, the
PSLB randomly picks a leaf that hosts the relevant shard
and sends the query to it; if the reply does not arrive within a
pre-configured, fixed delay d, the PSLB replicates the query
on another leaf. When a query finishes, the PSLB cancels
its replica if it exists. The value of d is tuned by the system
operator to control the number of replicated queries in the
system. This is the policy that was proposed by Dean et al.
when they introduced the “tail at scale” problem [16].
Probabilistic Hedge (p-Hedge) [40]: This is similar to dHedge, but introduces an extra tuning knob: the probability q
of replicating each delayed query; both the probability q and
the delay d are trained based on the workload. This was proposed by Kaler et al. in their recent study of hedging policies
for data centers [40] and is the most sophisticated hedging
policy that we found in the literature.
We should clarify that all these policies—as any hedging
policy we are aware of—limit the number of simultaneously
run hedged requests to two. We follow the same strategy in
all the policies that we define in this paper.
Ideally, a hedging policy walks the fine line between (a)
replicating too many queries and adding too much system load
(hence queuing delay), and (b) not replicating enough queries
and failing to mitigate the effect of IQ-jitter on tail latency.
Naïve Hedge errs toward the former (it always replicating as

much as possible); Vulimiri et al. [72] have showed that this
reduces tail latency only when system load is below 30% [72].
d-Hedge and p-Hedge provide knobs for controlling the added
load; however, as we will see, they still do not enable a good
balance between (a) and (b), i.e., they can still unnecessarily
overload the system or fail to mitigate the effect of IQ-jitter,
even if their knobs are carefully tuned (§3.3).

2.4

Load Balancing: State of the Art

The standard approach to managing latency is load balancing
(LB). In this paper, we compare hedging with four standard
LB policies ((d) to (g) in Table 1):
Random: For each query, the PSLB randomly picks a leaf
that hosts the relevant shard and sends the query to it.
Join-shortest-queue (JSQ) [29]: For each query, the PSLB
picks a leaf that hosts the relevant shard and sends the query
to it; of all the candidate leaves, the PSLB picks the one
with the smallest number of pending queries for that shard.
JSQ outperforms Random but is far from optimal for FCFS
servers with highly-variable job sizes [29,34,35]. We consider
it because it is simple to implement and very popular in the
industry, e.g., it is widely deployed in reverse-proxies [29,58].
Per-Shard Queuing (PSQ): The PSLB stores each query
until a leaf that can serve it becomes available. In other words,
the PSLB dispatches a query to a leaf only if the leaf is idle.
From a queuing-theory perspective, PSQ corresponds to a
single-queue M/G/k model, where k is the number of leaves
to choose from. In theory, this outperforms any LB policy that
uses multiple distinct queues (e.g., JSQ) in the presence of
non-deterministic service times [68]. In practice, PSQ exposes
the round-trip latency between the PSLB and the leaf tiers,
which may significantly impact throughput. It is, however, an
excellent candidate for low-latency environments like modern
datacenters [57, 60] (e.g., it takes < 20µs to perform an RPC
between two VMs in Microsoft Azure [22]).
Join-bounded-shortest-queue (JBSQ) [45]: This policy
combines PSQ and JSQ by splitting the pending queries between the PSLB and leaf tiers. It takes a parameter n, which
specifies the number of pending requests that each leaf can
hold, e.g., JBSQ(1) is equivalent to PSQ, while JBSQ(∞) is
equivalent to JSQ. The value of n can be configured so as to
hide the round-trip latency between the PSLB and leaf tiers
and enable full throughput.

2.5

Simulation Setup

In the next two sections, we rely on discrete event simulation
to compare hedging against standard LB policies. The goal is
not to evaluate precisely how these policies perform in real
systems (we use different experiments for that, later in the
paper), but to understand some of their fundamental properties,

e.g., how does hedging compare to PSQ in an idealized setting
(where PSQ is the optimal LB policy)?
Our simulation setup mimics an OLDI application deployed in a small- to medium-sized cluster: (a) The number of shards ranges from N = 5, which represents smallscale public-cloud deployments, and it is the default number
of shards in Elasticsearch [21]; to N = 500 distinct shards,
which represents larger public-cloud deployments [21, 70].
Each shard is replicated in r = 2, 3 or 6 leaves (depending
on the experiment). The number of replicas in OLDI applications tends to be limited given DRAM costs [55]; 6 was
the highest number of replicas per shard that we found in the
literature [14, 40, 63, 70]. There are N × r leaves processing
queries, all with the same hardware and software configuration. Leaves process queries FCFS [40]. All queues have
infinite capacity. (b) Each PSLB fans out queries to leaves
according to the simulated (hedging or LB) policy. Network
latency between any two nodes is zero (revisited in § 5). (c)
Client requests arrive at the root tier following an open-loop
Poisson arrival process. (d) As stated earlier, guided by previous studies [57] and our own observations, we model query
service time as the sum of two components, S = P + J. Unless otherwise noted, P follows an exponential distribution
(the randomness comes from different queries of a workload),
while J (IQ-jitter) follows a bimodal distribution. This means
that, in any single experiment, an instance of a query executing at a leaf node experiences a hiccup with some probability
(e.g., 10−3 ), while all hiccups have the same duration (e.g.,
15 × P̄)—which approximates the results in [12] and reflects
our observations from § 5.1. Across experiments, we vary
hiccup probability and duration to model a range of real problematic system events.
We report tail latency as a multiple of P̄ (average
application-dependent latency). For example, when we report
that 99th percentile latency is equal to 30, this means that the
slowest 1% of client requests experience end-to-end latency
that is higher than 30 × P̄. We think that this provides more
insight than an absolute number, especially since (in these particular experiments) we are measuring a simulated, idealized
setup. In several plots, we show tail latency as a function of
system utilization; a maximum utilization of 1.0 corresponds
to r/S̄ queries per time unit, where r is the replication factor.

3

Idealized Hedging

In this section, we present Idealized Hedge—an idealized
hedging policy—and use it to gain insight into the applicability of hedging, as a general policy, to OLDI services.

3.1

Two Simple Observations

We start by comparing all the LB policies and Naïve Hedge:
Fig. 2 shows 99th percentile latency as a function of system
utilization in a cluster with N = 50 shards, each replicated
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Figure 2: 99th percentile latency as a function of utilization, in a cluster with 50 × 2 leaves, with and without IQ-jitter.
in r = 2 leaves, first with IQ-jitter of probability 10−3 and
duration 15 × P̄ (left), then without IQ-jitter (right).
We make two observations:
First, PSQ outperforms the other LB policies in all situations. This is expected from queuing theory. The performance
difference is greater in the presence of IQ-jitter (Fig. 2a),
which makes sense given that performance hiccups increase
the dispersion of service-time distribution—and more servicetime dispersion creates a bigger challenge for policies like
JSQ and Random.
Second, in the presence of IQ-jitter (Fig. 2a), there is a clear
“turning point”: At low utilization, Naïve Hedge (despite its
naïveté) delivers significantly lower tail latency than any LB
policy. For instance, in an unloaded system, tail latency is
8 × P̄ with Naïve Hedge and 17 × P̄ with PSQ—close to a 2×
improvement. However, when utilization exceeds 25%, the
LB policies deliver lower tail latency and higher throughput.
As a side note, in the absence of IQ-jitter (Fig. 2b), hedging
unsurprisingly does not improve tail latency relative to LB,
for any system utilization.
These observations suggest that a combined hedging/PSQ
policy, which adapts the fraction of hedged queries to system utilization, might achieve lower tail latency than either
hedging or LB alone.

3.2

The Design of Idealized Hedge

Idealized Hedge maximizes the potential of hedging to reduce
latency in the following way:
1. A leaf is never idle when it can serve a pending query
currently being served by at most one other leaf.
2. A leaf serves a hedged (replicated) query only when it
cannot serve a non-hedged (yet-unserved) one.
The second property ensures that hedged queries never increase the queuing delay experienced by non-hedged queries.
The two properties together ensure what we might call work
conservation in the presence of hedging: no resources are idle
when they could be doing useful work, and no resources are
dedicated to hedging when they could be used for other work.

Idealized Hedge is not implementable because it requires
perfect prediction of the completion times of currently executing queries: To ensure that the two properties stated above
always hold, the system may need to cancel one copy of a
hedged query currently executing on a leaf (so that the leaf
can serve a new, non-hedged query that just arrived). To maximize the potential of hedging in our setup, Idealized Hedge
must always cancel the copy that will take longer to complete,
hence the need for perfect prediction.
We simulated Idealized Hedge as follows: Each PSLB
maintains a queue with all the pending queries in order of
arrival, and it knows the status of each leaf and which query
it is processing (if busy). Moreover, if two copies of a hedged
query are executing on different leaves and a new query arrives (that can be served by the same leaves), the PSLB’s
scheduler perfectly predicts which copy will finish executing
first. With this knowledge, the PSLB performs the following
operations: (a) Dispatches queries to the leaves in an FCFS
manner using a pull-based discipline like PSQ. (b) Hedges
a query as soon as a leaf that can serve it becomes idle. (c)
Cancels any copy of a hedged query if another copy finishes
first (we call this a cleanup cancellation or CC for brevity).
(d) Cancels one copy of a hedged query upon arrival of a
new query that can be served by the same leaf (we call this a
pre-emptive cancellation or PC).
Fig. 3 shows the finite-state machine of Idealized Hedge
for a given shard that is replicated in two leaves:
S0 Both leaves are idle. There are no pending queries.
S1 (Initial hedging) Both leaves are serving the same query
QA , which they started to serve simultaneously; there
are no other pending queries. This state occurs on a
transition from S0 , following the arrival of query QA .
S2 (No hedging) The two leaves are serving different
queries, QA and QB , and there are no additional pending queries. This state occurs on a transition from S1 ,
following the arrival of query QB , at which point one
copy of QA (the one that would have finished later) was
pre-emptively cancelled.
S3 (PSQ) The two leaves are serving different queries, QA
and QB , and there are additional pending queries. In this

[—] [—]

[QA, ti] [QA, ti]

[QA] [QB]
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S2

req. arrival
req. finish &
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req. finish &
queue ¬empty
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[QA] [QB]

S4

S3

Figure 3: The finite-state machine of both Idealized Hedge
and L ÆDGE with CC+PC on one shard with two replicas.
The states show: whether the shard queue is empty, whether
replicas are running the same or different queries (Q), and
whether the queries started at the same time (t).
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Figure 4: 99th percentile latency as a function of utilization.
Ideal Hedge vs. existing hedging policies and PSQ. Same
setup as in Fig. 2a.

state, when a leaf finishes serving its query, it pulls the
next one from the head of the queue (without hedging),
as in the PSQ policy.
S4 (Delayed hedging) Both leaves are serving the same
query QA , which they started to serve at different times;
there are no other pending queries. This state occurs on
a transition from S2 , following the completion of one
query, at which point the other query (QA ) is reissued to
the otherwise idle leaf.

3.3

Idealized Hedge versus State of the Art

Fig. 4 compares Idealized Hedge against the three hedging
policies (Naïve Hedge, d-Hedge, p-Hedge), as well as PSQ
(the best LB policy). The experimental setup matches that of
Fig. 2a (50 × 2 leaves and IQ-jitter with probability 10−3 and
duration 15 × P̄).
Idealized Hedge outperforms (as expected) the real policies
and exhibits the following behavior: at low utilization (until
around 5%), when the leaves are mostly in states S0 and S1 , it
behaves like Naïve Hedge; at high utilization (from around

60%), when the leaves are mostly in state S3 , it converges to
PSQ; in between, it clearly outperforms (by up to 8 × P̄) all
the real policies.
The most interesting comparison is between Idealized
Hedge (black dotted line) and PSQ (green solid line with
vertical lines), because it provides an upper bound on the taillatency benefit that can be expected from any form of hedging.
This comparison indicates two points: (1) There exists a significant utilization range (from ∼60% and up, in our setup)
where no real hedging policy may bring any significant benefit relative to PSQ. (2) Outside this range, hedging may bring
significant benefit, but the two state-of-the-art hedging policies cannot fulfill this potential. Only Naïve Hedge (blue solid
line with squares) achieves all the benefit that hedging could
achieve, but only at low utilization (until around 5%, in our
setup). d-Hedge (gray solid line) outperforms the other real
policies for a utilization range between ∼10 and ∼45%, but
it remains far from Idealized Hedge. p-Hedge (purple solid
line with pentagons) is outperformed by PSQ in all situations.
Of course, the behavior of d-Hedge and p-Hedge depends
dramatically on how their configuration parameters are tuned;
we followed all the instructions in the relevant literature, and
we did our best to maximize their performance. For instance,
in d-Hedge, we set the delay after which hedging occurs to
d = 5 × P̄, because we experimentally found that higher values do not noticeably mitigate tail latency on low and medium
loads; differently said, we allowed the least amount of hedging that has an impact on tail latency on low and medium
loads comparable to that of Naïve Hedge (and yet the algorithm still led to congestion collapse at ∼60% utilization). In
p-Hedge, we trained the parameters d and q, using the most
successful of the methods explored in [40]: for each level
of system utilization, we computed a “reissue budget” (the
percentage of hedged queries in the system) using their iterative algorithm; then, for each level of system utilization, we
trained d and q on sampled latency measurements using the
proposed training algorithm that accounts for queuing delays
for a fixed reissue budget. We tried sampling rates up to 80%;
the results we show are for a sampling rate of 60%, because
increasing it further did not significantly change the results:
p-Hedge did not capture the rare hiccups through sampling, as
they only occur once every 1000 queries. None of this proves
that d-Hedge and p-Hedge could not perform any better, but
it illustrates the difficulty of tuning them so as to achieve a
desired balance between too little and too much hedging.

3.4

Beyond One Example

We now extend our observations beyond the specific setup of
Fig. 4: how much potential does hedging have to improve tail
latency as the cluster size and nature of IQ-jitter vary?
We consider the following scenarios: clusters of 5 × 2, 50 ×
2, and 500 × 2 leaves, i.e., small, medium, and large; hiccup
probability ranging from 10−1 to 10−5 ; hiccup duration 15 ×
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Figure 5: Heat maps showing how much various hedging
policies improve the 99th percentile latency relative to PSQ.
Hiccup duration is 15 × P̄.

Figure 6: Heat maps showing how much various hedging
policies improve the 99th percentile latency relative to PSQ.
Hiccup duration is 30 × P̄.

P̄ and 30 × P̄. Regarding the latter, our choice of parameters is
motivated by the literature: 15 × P̄ has occurred as the result
of badly configured timer intervals [12], while 30 × P̄ as a
result of non-conserving job-to-core allocation [69].
We summarize our results in two sets of heat maps, one for
hiccup duration 15 × P̄ (Fig. 5a), the other for 30 × P̄ (Fig. 6a).
Each heat map illustrates the relative improvement in 99th
percentile latency that Idealized Hedge brings relative to PSQ:
the x-axis is system utilization, the y-axis is hiccup probability
(on a logarithmic scale), and the intensity of each data point
is the relative improvement in the 99th percentile latency (so,
a darker data point indicates higher potential for hedging to
improve tail latency). We only show improvement greater
than 20%, to focus on scenarios with significant improvement
potential. Each column corresponds to a different cluster size:
5×2, 50×2, and 500×2 leaves, from left to right. The dashed
horizontal line in Fig. 5a, middle heat map (so, 50 × 2 leaves)
corresponds to the setup of Fig. 2a and 4.
First, we observe that hedging cannot significantly improve tail latency when system utilization exceeds ∼60%
(all heat maps are empty beyond ∼60% utilization). Beyond
this turning point, hedging improves latency at most by 20%,
independently from cluster size and hiccup probability or duration. The intuition is simple: as system utilization increases

and leaves become busier, opportunities for hedging disappear; as a result, Idealized Hedge eventually converges to PSQ.
The turning point corresponds to medium-heavy utilization,
where queues are starting to form, and below the point where
the well-known heavy-traffic approximation determines behavior irrespective of service-time distribution [30]. Between
∼60% and ∼80% utilization, hedging provides at most 10%
improvement (not visible in the heat maps); and beyond
∼80% utilization, no improvement at all.
Second, hiccup duration does not affect the existence
of potential improvement (the heat-map shape), only the
amount of potential improvement (the heat-map intensity). Compare any two heat maps for the same cluster size in
Figures 5a and 6a: they shade mostly the same (x, y) surface,
but the heat map on the right (longer hiccup duration) is darker
than the one on the left. The intuition is that, for any given
cluster size, hedging can be useful only within a given hiccup
probability range; outside this range, performance hiccups
are either too rare or too frequent for hedging to make any
difference, and this is independent of hiccup duration.
Third, the larger the cluster size, the smaller the hiccup
probability for which hedging may be useful. For example,
when the hiccup probability is between 10−4 and 10−5 , hedging may be useful only in the 1000-leaf cluster (and would

be useful in larger clusters as well); in the two smaller clusters, each request needs access to fewer distinct shards, and
the probability of IQ-jitter slowing down the serving of one
or more of these shards becomes insignificant. Conversely,
the higher the hiccup probability, the smaller the cluster size
for which hedging may be useful. For example, when hiccup
probability exceeds 10−2 , hedging may be helpful in all three
clusters (but less so in the 1000-leaf cluster, where it may
improve tail latency by at most 35%).

Algorithm 1: Generalized L ÆDGE
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
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4

L ÆDGE: Approaching Idealized Hedge

In this section, we present Load-Aware Hedge (L ÆDGE), an
implementable policy that approximates Idealized Hedge by
adapting hedging to system utilization.
Algorithm 1 shows L ÆDGE in pseudo code: SQ[i] is a shard
queue that corresponds to shard i; q is a query that belongs to
request r and concerns shard s, while q0 is a replica of q. Each
query that concerns a given shard may be: (a) hedged, i.e., sent
to two nodes that serve the shard (line 7), (b) sent to a single
node that serves the shard if that is the only available one
(line 9), or (c) queued up at a shard queue if zero nodes that
serve the shard are available (line 11). When a node becomes
available, the oldest query in the shard’s queue is sent to the
node (line 18). If there are no queries in the shard’s queue,
the oldest running query that concerns the shard is hedged,
i.e., a replica of the query is sent to the node (line 21).
L ÆDGE has the following properties:
1. A leaf is never idle when it can serve a pending query
currently being served by at most one other leaf.
2. A leaf starts to serve a hedged (replicated) query when
it cannot serve a non-hedged (yet-unserved) one.
Unlike Idealized Hedge, L ÆDGE does not guarantee that, at
any point in time, any leaf serving a hedged query could not be
serving a non-hedged one; it only guarantees that when a leaf
starts to serve a hedged query it could not be serving a nonhedged one. Like PSQ, an efficient L ÆDGE implementation
requires a PSLB with µs-scale round-trip latency to the leaves,
which is commonly found in datacenter environments [22,45].
We implemented three variants of L ÆDGE, which differ
only in the type of query cancellation that they support:
Plain L ÆDGE: Similarly to PSQ, a PSLB dispatches queries
to leaves from a centralized queue; similarly to Idealized
Hedge, a leaf serves both non-hedged and hedged queries,
prioritizing the former. There are no query cancellations.
L ÆDGE with CC: This policy augments plain L ÆDGE with
cleanup cancellation (CC), i.e., all copies of a hedged query
are cancelled when another copy finishes executing first.
An efficient implementation of this policy requires a lowoverhead mechanism for interrupting a query and cleaning
up its side effects. Whether such a mechanism exists or not

12
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17
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21
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// Initialize a shard queue (SQ) per shard
SQ[i] ← [ ], i ∈ [1, . . . , nshards ] ;
on request r arrival
for each shard s do
if available replicas of shard s ≥ 2 then
// Replication on arrival
send q and q0 to 2 random replicas of shard s;
else if available replicas of shard s == 1 then
send q to the available replica ; // No replication
else
enqueue q to SQ[s] ;
end
end
end;
on response p arrival from node n serving shard s
if size(SQ[s]) > 0 then
pop a pending query q from SQ[s] ;
send q to n ;
// No replication
else
if ∃ a non-replicated unfinished query on shard s then
replicate the oldest query to node n ;
//Delayed replication
end
end
end;

depends on the application itself (for instance, Boucher et
al. [13] enabled efficient µs-scale cancellations for microservices [1, 27, 56] written in Rust).
L ÆDGE with CC+PC: This policy adds pre-emptive cancellation (PC), i.e., one copy of a hedged query is cancelled when
a new query arrives that can be served by the same leaves.
The state machine corresponds to that of Idealized Hedge,
shown in Fig. 3; the only difference is the lack of perfect
completion-time prediction (while transitioning from S1 to
S2 , and from S4 to S2 ); instead, this policy cancels the copy
that started executing most recently.
All cancellations are zero cost, in the sense that they introduce no extra processing delay and no extra communication
between the PSLB and leaf tiers.

4.1

L ÆDGE versus Idealized Hedge

Fig. 7a compares the three L ÆDGE variants against Idealized
Hedge, as well as d-Hedge and PSQ (the two best existing
policies among the ones we simulated). The setup matches
that of Figures 2a and 4.
We observe that plain L ÆDGE reduces the gap to Idealized
Hedge to at most 3.8 × P̄ (while hiccup duration is 15 × P̄, in
this setup). At low utilization (up to ∼20%), it behaves like
d-Hedge, which is the best existing policy at that utilization
range. From some point on (∼50%), it converges to PSQ,
which is the best existing policy at that utilization range. In
between 20% and 50% utilization, it outperforms the existing
policies, without using cancellations or parameter training,
closing the average gap to Idealized Hedge to only 2.16 × P̄.
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Second, we observe that cancellations not only do not significantly help L ÆDGE but may actually hinder it. Adding
CCs to L ÆDGE marginally improves tail latency (given our
assumption of zero-cost cancellations, it could not increase it).
More interestingly, adding PCs to L ÆDGE-with-CC increases
tail latency at some utilization levels, starting from ∼30%. It
turns out that cancelling the wrong copy of a hedged query
(the one that would have finished first) is an expensive mistake; without any sophisticated completion-time predictors,
one is better off not cancelling at all.
To better understand these results, we completed a careful
analysis of PCs and their effect on tail latency. We define
the “prediction accuracy” of a L ÆDGE policy with cancellations as the proportion of PCs that correctly cancel the copy
that would finish later. Overall, L ÆDGE achieves > 99% prediction accuracy, which is unsurprising given the rarity of
IQ-jitter events. However, once we consider only the PCs
where at least one copy of the cancelled query experiences
IQ-jitter, L ÆDGE’s prediction accuracy drops significantly.
For example, at 40% system utilization, when transitioning
from S1 to S2 in the presence of IQ-jitter, L ÆDGE achieves
prediction accuracy ∼50%; when transitioning from S4 to
S2 , prediction accuracy drops to ∼19%. The reason is that
L ÆDGE does not attempt to predict whether an IQ-jitter event
is likely to have occurred—it simply picks the most-recently
started copy. Cancellations appear to pay off only if we can assume a good predictor of performance hiccups due to system
events; while this may be feasible according to Hao et al. [32],
L ÆDGE was designed in the absence of such an assumption.
So far, we considered only r = 2 replicas per shard. While
this is typical in practice (the replication factor is often limited
by high DRAM costs [55]), research proposals consider replication factors between r = 2 and 6 replicas per shard [40, 63].
The simulation behind the Figures 7b and 7c is set up the
same way as Figure 7a, but with 3 and 6 replicas per shard,
respectively. We see that, for the larger number of replicas, (1)
the tail latency of Idealized Hedge and L ÆDGE follows the
minimal latency of Naïve Hedge up to 60% utilization (for 6
replicas), and (2) L ÆDGE continues to achieve a significant
part of the tail latency reduction of Idealized Hedge.
Finally, we should note that, out of curiosity, we experimented with two more types of application-independent noise
(other than bimodal): exponential and bimodal+exponential.

For the former, not even Idealized Hedge can improve tail
latency, PSQ is the best policy, and L ÆDGE performs almost
the same as PSQ; this is not surprising, given that hedging
was invented to deal with noise due to unpredictable system
events, which is better modelled with a bimodal distribution.
For the latter, the results were almost identical to the ones we
got for bimodal noise.

4.2

Beyond One Example

We now extend our observations beyond the specific setup of
Fig. 7: how well does L ÆDGE fulfill the hedging potential as
the cluster size and nature of IQ-jitter vary?
We consider the same scenarios as in §3.4 and once more
summarize our results in heat maps in Figures 5 and 6. To
assess how well L ÆDGE approximates Idealized Hedge, we
have to compare the heat maps. To simplify the comparison,
we introduce Table 2, which summarizes Figures 5 and 6 as a
percentage of the “surface” of each heat map that indicates
improvement above a certain threshold (20%, 30% and 40%).
For instance, consider the row that corresponds to hiccup
duration 30 × P̄ and cluster size 50 × 2 leaves, and the two
columns that correspond to Idealized Hedge and L ÆDGE, with
> 30% latency improvement; the two cells where this row and
columns intersect indicate that Idealized Hedge achieves such
improvement for 29.7 % of the data points, while L ÆDGE
does for 12.6 % of data points.
To summarize, L ÆDGE fulfills as much as half of the hedging potential, depending on the setup. Consider again the
columns that correspond to Idealized Hedge and L ÆDGE with
> 30% latency improvement, and compare the values of these
two columns that are in the same row; L ÆDGE improves from
23% to 56% of the data points that are improved by Idealized
Hedge (i.e., that could possibly be improved through hedging). In general, L ÆDGE is closer to Idealized Hedge for the
medium and large clusters, and the longer hiccup duration.
On a side note, L ÆDGE does not deteriorate lower latency
percentiles compared to PSQ (e.g., the median), but improves
the tail. The rare hiccups that we analyzed, however, only influence the tail—not, for example, the 50th percentile latency.

15 × P̄
30 × P̄

% reduction
wrt PSQ→
5 × 2 leaves
50 × 2 leaves
500 × 2 leaves
5 × 2 leaves
50 × 2 leaves
500 × 2 leaves

Idealized Hedge
> 20 > 30 > 40
26.3 19.6 15.6
29.9 21.5 15.4
31.9 17.9
4.4
36.9 28.1 22.3
40.5 29.7 22.5
43.1 33.4 26.7

> 20
9.8
13.4
12.6
9.6
15.2
20.9

L ÆDGE
> 30 > 40
8.3
6.4
9.8
3.8
4.2
0.2
7.6
6.2
12.6 11.1
19.0 16.7

L ÆDGE with CC
> 20 > 30 > 40
13.6 11.8
9.6
16.8 12.2
5.2
14.8
5.2
0.2
18.9 13.4 11.8
22.6 17.4 15.5
27.2 22.2 20.5

L ÆDGE with PC
> 20 > 30 > 40
14.4 11.6 10.1
15.9 12.3
9.2
15.5
8.0
0.9
21.8 15.6 12.6
23.3 18.2 14.5
25.1 21.2 17.9

Table 2: Percentage of the total surface (in Figures 5 and 6) that has more than 20%, 30% and 40% reduction in 99th percentile
tail latency over Per-Shard Queuing for the workloads with the hiccup duration of 15 × P̄ and 30 × P̄.

4.3

Are Cancellations Worth the Effort?

First, in agreement with [4], our sensitivity analysis confirms that cleanup cancellation (CC) improves L ÆDGE only
marginally. Consider the columns of Table 2 that correspond
to L ÆDGE and L ÆDGE with CC; on average, L ÆDGE with
CC offers the same improvement to 2.3% more data points
than L ÆDGE when hiccup duration is 15 × P̄, and to 5.6%
more data points than L ÆDGE when hiccup duration is 30 × P̄.
Second, while our sensitivity analysis in Table 2 shows that
PCs have a marginally positive impact on L ÆDGE, actually
there exist a few areas of highly-negative impact. We have
already discussed the intuition in §4.1; further analysis shows
that the effect persists across the parameter space.
In a way, the non-effectiveness of cancellations is good
news for application developers: Cancellations can be complicated and expensive to implement, they often require nontrivial application changes and language-specific mechanisms
to avoid memory leaks and inconsistent application state [13],
as well as additional interaction between the scheduler and
the leaves. The fact that our simulated zero-cost cancellations
bring no significant improvement to tail latency suggests that
real-life cancellations are not worth the effort in our context.

5

System Evaluation with Lucene

We now evaluate L ÆDGE on Lucene, a popular open-source
enterprise search engine. It is representative of OLDI services
because (1) it involves sharding, and (2) client requests are
interactive, with expected latency in the millisecond scale.
Our workload is Lucene’s standard nightly regression test,
which consists of ∼10, 000 search queries of four different
types: phrase, term, multiterm and boolean [51]. The data
consists of an inverted index of 18 million Wikipedia English
web pages [77], split into 16 sub-indices (for parallel execution in 16 threads). Lucene comes in C++ and Java flavors;
we used the former [52].
We implemented two LB policies (Random and PSQ) and
two hedging policies (Naïve Hedge and L ÆDGE) in OLDIsim, Google’s open-source OLDI cloud benchmarking framework [28]. We changed its architecture to support shard replication, and we added PSLBs (as in Fig. 1). The I/O part

of the framework stayed unchanged: it uses the event-based
libevent API [49], on top of vanilla Linux and TCP. We
extended the framework with request generation following an
open-loop Poisson arrival process.
We ran our Lucene workload on AWS EC2 virtual machines (VMs) organized in a “cluster” placement group [2]
in the same availability zone. We used two VM types: (1)
compute-optimized instances with 16 vCPUs @3.0 GHz and
32 GB of memory (c5.4xlarge), and (2) general-purpose instances with 16 vCPUs @2.2 GHz and 64 GB of memory
(m5a.4xlarge). All VMs were running the default Ubuntu
16.04.6 image, kernel version 4.4.0-1092-aws.
We deployed 5 × 2 leaf servers, i.e., 5 distinct shards, each
replicated in 2 leaves. When a leaf executes a query, it uses 16
parallel threads (one per vCPU). To avoid the introduction of
data-driven bias in our results, we replicated the same index on
all 5 shards (though, from the point of view of the application,
they are still distinct shards served by different leaves). This
decision simplifies the comparison with the simulation results
in §4 without fundamentally changing the conclusions.

5.1

Empirical IQ-jitter Measurement

We started our experimental evaluation by measuring the real
IQ-jitter experienced by our Lucene workload.
We executed the 10, 000 queries of our workload 1000
times each, in a random order, always on the same server type.
Consider a specific query Q. For each execution of this query,
Qi , i = 1...1000, we measured the service time Si (which does
not include any queuing or network delay). We approximated
the application-dependent component of the service time experienced by Q as the minimum service time across executions:
P(Q) = mini=1...1000 Si . Then we approximated the IQ-jitter
experienced by each query execution Qi as Ji = Si − P(Q).
By putting together all the IQ-jitter values for a given query
type, we obtained the IQ-jitter distribution for this query type.
Fig. 8a and 8b show (in the form of CCDFs) the empirical
distributions of P, J, and P + J, for the four query types of our
workload, and for the two different server types. The curves
differ in length as P’s distribution size depends on the number
of queries (∼10, 000), whereas the two other distribution sizes
depend on the duration of the measurement experiment. The
means of P and J in the two server types are 0.637 ms and
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Figure 8: Mitigating the Lucene hiccups in a system implementation deployed on 2 × 5 leaves in EC2 VMs.
0.198 ms in Fig. 8a, and 0.926 ms and 0.444 ms in Fig. 8b,
while the hiccup duration and probability are 10.162 ms and
0.0027 in Fig. 8a, and 10.249 ms and 0.0109 in Fig. 8b.
As a side note, we measured the latency between our VMs
and found that the round-trip time is on average 91.2µs, with
minimum and maximum latency 61.5µs and 150.6µs, respectively. The average network latency amounts to 10.94% and
6.7% of Lucene’s mean service time (P + J) in the computeoptimized and general-purpose scenario, respectively.
We observe that IQ-jitter is substantial in both server types,
and that the empirical distributions are consistent with our
simulation setup: the application-dependent component (P)
can be well approximated with an exponential distribution
(a straight line on a log-based CCDF), while the IQ-jitter
component (J) has a clear bimodal nature. This holds across
the four query types that vary significantly in complexity
(with “multiterm” queries being the most complex ones).
We investigated the reasons behind IQ-jitter and found
that a significant part is due to involuntary rescheduling of
Lucene threads, which occurs less frequently in the computeoptimized VMs. Of course, different Lucene deployments
may experience less IQ-jitter: if the same workload runs on
fully-controlled physical machines, IQ-jitter can be reduced
by tweaking the OS or the application itself to mitigate the
impact of involuntary thread rescheduling on tail latency.

5.2

Mitigating Tail Latency Through Hedging

Next, we measured the end-to-end latency experienced by our
Lucene workload under varying system load. Figures 8c and
8d show the 99th percentile latency as a function of queries
per second, for the two server types, respectively.
L ÆDGE behaves as expected: it matches Naïve Hedge at

low utilization, converges to PSQ at some point, and outperforms the best alternative in between. The exact behavior
depends on server type: On the compute-optimized VMs,
L ÆDGE converges to PSQ at about 60% utilization; before
that, it improves tail latency by 49%, or 5.3 ms, on average,
relative to PSQ. On the general-purpose VMs, convergence
to PSQ happens quite earlier—at about 27% utilization—and
the improvement of tail latency before that point is somewhat
smaller (40%, or 4.7 ms, on average).
Our L ÆDGE implementation (deployed in the cloud with
real system noise and non-zero network latencies) behaved
as our simulation predicted: With compute-optimized VMs,
our experimental setup consists of 5 × 2 leaves with IQ-jitter
of hiccup probability 0.0027 and hiccup duration 15.95 × P̄.
The closest simulated setup is a cluster of the same size with
IQ-jitter of the same hiccup probability and hiccup duration
15× P̄. This corresponds to the leftmost heat map in Fig. 5b, yaxis value 0.0027 (which is close to the base of the triangular
shape of the heat map). If we observe this heat map at the
given y-axis value, we can see that our simulated L ÆDGE
policy significantly outperforms PSQ until utilization ∼40%
and then converges to PSQ at utilization ∼60%—matching
the behavior of our L ÆDGE implementation.

6

Discussion

Scalability: PSQ-based scheduling scales naturally with the
number of leaves, because the queues are centralized only
within a shard. The degree of shard replication is typically
small due to DRAM costs [55], and easily manageable by
a single PSLB. As more shards are needed, this design
scales horizontally by adding more machines for (co-located)

PSLBs, as well as adding more root nodes.
Higher network latency: L ÆDGE exposes the round-trip
latency between the PSLB and leaf tiers. In the Amazon environment that we used for our system evaluation (§5), this
latency is an order of magnitude smaller than the service time.
In an environment with higher PSLB-leaf latency, however,
exposing this latency could significantly impact throughput.
Adapting L ÆDGE to such an environment would be straightforward: we would replace L ÆDGE’s Per-Shard Queuing component with JBSQ [45] (described in §2.4). More specifically,
in Alg. 1, instead of always enqueuing the query at line 11,
the PSLB would keep track of the queue sizes on the leaf
nodes and send the query to the leaf with the shortest queue.
Hedging to more replicas: Kaler et al. [40] have shown that
hedging the same query to more than two replicas does not
provide additional latency benefits. This is consistent with our
evaluation results, where hedging to two replicas was enough
to mitigate rare hiccups.
Fault-tolerance: The architecture in Fig. 1 is resilient to the
failure of all of its components: (1) the state in PSLBs is soft,
(2) the shards are replicated across different leaf nodes, and
(3) if a root fails, another one can take over.
Scheduling in the leaf nodes: We considered only FCFS
scheduling in the leaf nodes (see § 2.1). It is possible that a
change in scheduling discipline affects service time. However,
as long as service time has a component J that depends on
application-independent events and has a bimodal distribution,
our insights still apply.

7

Related Work

Taming map-reduce latency: Early attempts of hedging
studied long-running map-reduce jobs with execution times
measured in seconds or minutes [17]. This timescale allows
for “observe-then-predict” type of algorithms, with sophisticated execution profiling based on which a decision can be
made about when it pays off to hedge [4, 5, 61, 82]. Systems
such as LATE [82], Mantri [5] and Dolly [4] used hedging to
mitigate the stragglers that would delay the entire phase. We
focused on OLDI services operating at different timescales
and do not lend themselves to heavy-weight profiling.
Hedging at low latencies: § 2.3 describes Naïve Hedge [72],
d-Hedge [16] and p-Hedge [40] that we compared against.
State-of-the-art reissue policies such as p-Hedge [40] address
the throughput limitations of Naïve Hedge and d-Hedge. Recent work by Mirhosseini et al. [57], advocates PSQ as a plausible means to reduce tail latency. We show in §3.3 that PSQbased hedging policies can outperform carefully-designed
push-based ones. Hedging techniques that target network latency [24, 72, 79] are out of the scope of this work.
Early stop: In some cases, the user can receive a meaningful
response without her request querying all the shards. In the

literature, there are two main such scenarios: First, when
accuracy of the results is sacrificed for lower latency [36, 66].
Second, when the final result can be decoded if only a part of
queries finish [46, 65]. Such approaches are orthogonal ours
and can be integrated to further reduce latency.
Advanced load balancing: Lu et al. [50] decouple discovery
of lightly-loaded servers from job assignment. Since it offers
no redundancy, this technique is prone to increased tail latency
in the presence of IQ-jitter. “Snitching” is another interesting
LB technique in which the root node monitors request latency
and picks the fastest replica [6, 71]. This technique also offers
no redundancy and is ineffective in case of bursty noise [32].
Adaptive parallelism: Many researchers have tried to predict
the service time of interactive services and accordingly adjust
the level of parallelism in the processing nodes, or prioritize
short-running queries over long-running ones [33, 38, 44, 53,
70]. This approach trades-off service-time for throughput
adaptively as a function of the load but does not attempt to
reduce jitter due to underlying system events.
Cancellations: Prior work extensively studied cancellations [4, 9, 13, 16, 32]. Ananthanarayanan et al. [4] observed that cancellations do not improve tail latency of mapreduce workloads. Recent advances have shown that canceling microsecond-scale RPCs can be feasible, but memory
leaks remain a problem. Bashir et al. [9] recently studied
duplications and cancellations at multiple layers of a cloud
system, while Hao et al. studied application-specific or OSlevel instrumentation to increase the accuracy of cancellation
decisions [32]. L ÆDGE is simple and can be deployed everywhere, including in the cloud. It applies duplication only at
the application level, and our results show comparable latency
reductions with and without cancellations. We leave the study
of combining cancellations with profiling to future work.
Infrastructure jitter: §1 includes numerous examples of
system events that cause jitter. Hao et al. [32] observe and
quantify noise in EC2 with a focus on disk read and write jitter.
Our work focuses on in-memory, CPU-bound applications,
which also observe a varying amount of jitter determined in
part by the underlying cloud VM.
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Conclusion

This paper demonstrates that hedging can be applied without
significant throughput reduction by combining the best of
hedging and load balancing, i.e., by hedging only when the
current system load allows it. We show the drawbacks of existing policies and, in turn, propose L ÆDGE, an integration of
hedging within a per-shard load-balancer, and quantify its benefits against an idealized hedging policy designed to outperform any realistic hedging policy. We show that L ÆDGE can
yield significant latency reductions over the state-of-the-art
approaches. We also validate its benefits with a cloud-based
deployment of an interactive web search application.
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